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From:  GARY NORTHINGTON  

Date:  8/24/2021 5:39:43 AM  

To:  Rudy Davis  

 

Attachments:  
 

 

BIDEN #5: 

21 AUG 2021 

. . . . . Gary M. Northington #193035 

. . . . . Cotton Correctional Facility 

. . . . . 3510 N. Elm 

. . . . . Jackson, MI 49201 

 

"President" Joe BIDEN 

The White House 

1600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW 

Washington, DC 20513 

 

RE: LAST LAUGH AT PINO 

 

Dear Uncle Joe (as Soviets called STALIN): 

 

A. CORNPOP'S LAUGH 

 

*** CORNPOP, of whom you spoke during your campaign, is laughing at a useless excuse for 

a Vice President, KamaHA HA HARRIS (short vowel "A"). HA HARRIS went to South 

America to allegedly find "ROOT CAUSES" for immigrants criminally entering the U.S. in 

violation of Titles 8, 18 and 42 UNITED STATES CODE. The People of Guatemala protested 

with signs that said, "GO HOME, KAMALA", "WE DON'T WANT YOUR MONEY", etc. 

Guatemala's President laughed at KamaHA and said, "It's your fault Guatemalans are going to 

the United States because you invited them", "Your policies are devastating Guatemala by 

taking workers we need", "We don't want your money", and "Chicago is more dangerous than 

Guatemala City. You should take care of your own problems". The President of El Salvador 

said, "Saint Louis is more dangerous than El Salvador". To find "ROOT CAUSES" of illegal 

immigration at our Southern Border, KamaHA only needed to look in a mirror at a reflection of 

her and you standing side-by-side. CORNPOP, who you imagined YOU BULLIED, is having 

the LAST LAUGH. 

 

B. PRESIDENTIAL EXECUTIVE ORDERS & MEMOS 

 

*** Many of us knew over 20-years ago of a planned RECONQUISTA coming across the 

Southern U.S. BORDER, so you cannot be ignorant of that. We heard you invite violent 

criminal cartels, Anti-American terrorists and other enemies to the United States during your 

election campaign. On your first week in office, your UNDUE HATRED made you sign 

Executive Orders and Memorandum to open the Southern U.S. Border to those who seek to 
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destroy our lawful government. Your actions are a result of a hateful mentality TO BULLY 

those who do not share your COMMUNIST ideology because violence is the MAIN 

MARXIST attribute. 

 

C. MOST ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS ARE OVERWEIGHT 

 

*** Most Illegal Immigrants coming over the Southern Border are overweight. Some are 

morbidly obese and lazy. Most want a WELFARE HANDOUT at taxpayer expense so they do 

not have to work (one told me). They were not deprived and starving in their home country but 

ate better than most U.S. Citizens. Most Illegal Immigrants spent their life savings to get to the 

United States, which was more than life savings of most U.S. Citizens. Many left their good-

paying jobs in the Northern Triangle with a relatively low cost of living to come to the U.S. for 

higher wages but a relatively higher cost of living which is much less profitable than their old 

life. Having lived in such third-world countries for years, I know most Illegal Immigrants 

coming across the Southern Border left a free, peaceful and relatively profitable life to gain 

nothing more than substantial gang-violence in TRIBAL-RUN U.S. cities, a more harsh and 

stressful way of life, and loss of freedom to enslavement on the DEMOCRAT WELFARE 

PLANTATION where you said you would wrongfully support these non-taxpayers on the 

backs of taxpayers. Foreign criminals are having the LAST LAUGH at you funding their 

RECONQUISTA to overrun YOU. 

 

D. THE TALIBAN LAUGH 

 

*** According to Middle Easterners with whom I have contact because of my situation: AL 

QUEDA, CHINESE PLA, CUBA, IRAN, ISIS, RUSSIAN GRU, TALIBAN and other 

terrorists describe YOUR EXIT from Afghanistan as "A DOG running away WITH HIS TAIL 

BETWEEN HIS LEGS" and/or "A feckless chicken with its head cut off". YOUR exit from 

Kabul ADVOCATES and SPONSORS the murder of peaceful Afghanis like the 1-million 

Yzitis, you and Barack HO BAMA as knowing MERCHANTS OF DEATH, murdered in Syria 

and Iraq by abandoning them to ISIS when you left IRAQ in 2015. They say DC will become A 

GLASS PARKING LOT because you freed and united them in Afghanistan. For 8-months they 

have brought massive weapon supplies and communications technology through the Southern 

Border you opened to them. They are having the LAST LAUGH because your weakness 

ENABLED THEM. 

 

E. TALIBAN & DEMOCRAT TRIBAL MENTALITY 

 

*** You SHOULD HAVE KNOWN the uncivilized, hateful TRIBAL MENTALITY of the 

TALIBAN and that they planned to destroy everyone who is not them at the instant you 

removed the civilized stabilizing force between the Al Queda, ISIS, TALIBAN and the 

civilized TRIBES. Because DEMOCRATS are of a like THIRD-WORLD TRIBAL 

MENTALITY of hating, enslaving, segregating and destroying all who are not them, you were 

either "TONE DEAF" to them or are SUPPORTING their GENOCIDE. DEMOCRATS often 

LIE with intent TO ENSLAVE others ON THE WELFARE PLANTATION so DEMOCRATS 

can control those they hate. This is merely the more subtle enslavement that you, Robert 

BYRD, James EASTMAN and other Neo-Slavemasters employed. You should have known this 
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tribal mentality because DEMOCRATS have always been an uncivilized and hateful tribe that 

destroys everyone to whom they sell their SNAKE-OIL. 

 

F. WE THE PEOPLE BYPASSED YOU 

 

*** HUNDREDS OF U.S. CITIZENS ARE now privately funded and ENTERING 

AFGHANISTAN TO RESCUE PERSONS YOU fecklessly ABANDONED because you don't. 

Foreign leaders call you "IMBECILE", "SHAMEFUL", etc. 

 

*** You should repent of your SINS. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Gary M. Northington 

 

 

---------- 

 

Dear Rudy: 

 

** AL QUEDA, ISIS & TALIBAN joined for WAR of which Joe Crow cannot see the, "Mene, 

Mene, Tekel Parsin". I expect terrorist attacks on our military in Kabul after 31 AUG 2021, 

then here, using our weapons BIDEN gave away when he abandoned BAGRAM Air Base. 

Psalm 105:15. Gary M. 

 


